Collegiate Recovery Program Scholarship

reflect. recover. Rediscover.

As individuals grow in their recovery, their needs change. Recovery Scholars seeks to support these needs through a weekly non-credit seminar, while recognizing contributions through a $500 financial stipend. Seminar section options can include topics such as early recovery skills, leadership and career development, body acceptance, seeking joy in recovery, and more! Recovery Scholars also gives UVA students the opportunity to connect remotely with students in recovery across Virginia.

Program Eligibility and Expectations:
- Have at least 4 months of recovery from alcohol and illegal drugs and compliance with prescribed medication. (We do not believe that using prescribed medications such as methadone and buprenorphine are in conflict with abstinence)
- Complete an application for admission into the Recovery Scholars Program:
  - New to Recovery Scholars? Apply here.
  - Returning Recovery Scholars student? Apply here.
- Entrance interview with VCU Scholars Coordinator
- Entrance and exit meeting with Recovery Support Coordinator Jen Cervi
- Students may not miss more than 3 sessions to receive the stipend

Questions? Email Jen Cervi, Recovery Support Coordinator, at jcl7st@virginia.edu